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WHAT IS IT?

Practical Spiritual Astrology is
grounded in the
understanding that our aim as
consciously evolving humans
is not only to remember and
reclaim our essential divine
nature, but also to manifest
that spiritual essence more
dynamically and more
abundantly in the material
world. The sacred knowledge
of the heavenly intelligences
and their cosmic cycles can
guide us infallibly into
spontaneous right action and
joyful, fulfilled expression of
our true selves.
Practical Spiritual Astrology
thus brings us daily
opportunities for being
completely spiritually
centered in a consistently
resourceful manner that
brings out the best qualities in
our circumstances, that is
completely congruent with our
true creative nature, and that
is genuinely helpful to others
in a multitude of pragmatic,

life-affirming ways.

“What we are looking
for is what is looking.”
- St. Francis of Assisi

www.PracticalSpiritualAstrology.com

THE FOCUS FOR JUNE
The power of imagination, the ability to dream big
dreams, and the capacity for boundless hopefulness are the
seeds of inspiration that can propel us forward into greater
manifestation of the divine force that motivates our lives.
When we allow those seeds to germinate, we not only
discover more about our personal spiritual destiny-- we also
empower the kind of actions that can capture group
consciousness and make a positive impact on our community
and on the planet as a whole.
In many relationships our only role is to be a nurturing
presence, offering emotional support and physical sustenance
in ways that provide genuine comfort and understanding.
Through simple acts of love and kindness, we can discover
the cosmic significance of what may otherwise seem to be
ordinary circumstances, and as we do we have an opportunity
to explore the full power of divine consciousness as an
instrument for transforming the world.
When we begin to understand our true role as spiritual
messengers and as instruments of divine energy, we can often feel
humbled by the sheer scale and scope of the task at hand. But if we
are willing to learn continually, and to keep ourselves open to infinite
possibilities, we are likely to be completely amazed at our talents,
intelligence, and virtuosity as we provide an enlightening influence and
a healing presence in the lives of those around us.
When we confront the insidious craftiness and strength of our
egos, we can get pulled into mean-spirited behavior that wounds
others, destroys relationships, and sickens everything in our spirit that
should always remain lively and optimistic. But even in the midst of the
devastating potential of our ego-driven bouts of self-indulgence, we
have an opportunity to reconnect with ourselves as spiritual warriors,
ready to apply a single-minded focus to the task of courageously
altering our actions and reflecting the full potential for love and wisdom
that always lies just beneath the surface of our pettiness.

THE ART OF
SPIRITUAL
CELEBRITY
“Greater things are
believed of those who
are absent.”
–Tacitus

ESOTERIC
MANTRAS FOR
JUNE
Gemini
“I recognize my other self,
and in the waning of that
self, I grow and glow.”

Cancer
“I build a lighted house and
therein dwell.”

June Observances
Lailat al Miraj – 6/5
Sacred Heart of Jesus – 6/7
Ascension of Jesus – 6/13
Guru Arjan Dev – 6/16
New Church Day – 6/19
Litha – 6/21
Lailat al Bara'ah – 6/23
Orthodox Pentecost – 6/23
Lailat al Bara'ah – 6/24
Saints Peter & Paul – 6/29
Orthodox All Saints – 6/30

Share the Light
Make copies of this ezine for
others; send them to

http://www.practicalspiritualas
trology.com to subscribe free!
Share Insights &
Inspiration
Where is your heart leading you?
Send Tim Bost email at
spirit@timbost.com with your
comments, dreams, visions and
suggestions. We look forward to
hearing from you!

Cosmic Opportunities
Mercury conjunct Hades – June 1, 5:14 a.m. EDT
Venus trine Apollon – June 1, 1:48 p.m. EDT
Venus enters Cancer – June 2, 10:12 p.m. EDT
Sun square Chiron – June 4, 1:26 a.m. EDT
Venus conjunct Hades – June 4, 9:22 a.m. EDT
Sun trine Zeus – June 4, 4:58 p.m. EDT
Mercury conjunct Kronos – June 4, 10:02 p.m. EDT
Neptune retrograde station – June 7, 4:26 a.m. EDT
Venus trine Neptune – June 7, 7:45 a.m. EDT
Venus trine Saturn – June 7, 11:23 a.m. EDT
Mercury opposition Pluto – June 7, 6:08 p.m. EDT
Mars square Neptune – June 7, 7:57 p.m. EDT
New Moon – June 8, 11:56 a.m. EDT
Mercury square Uranus – June 8, 2:49 p.m. EDT
Venus conjunct Kronos – June 8, 6:03 p.m. EDT
Mercury square Zeus – June 10, 6:48 p.m. EDT
Venus trine Poseidon – June 11, 3:01 a.m. EDT
Venus opposition Pluto – June 11, 6:08 p.m. EDT
Saturn trine Neptune – June 11, 7:33 p.m. EDT
Sun opposition Cupido – June 12, 11:45 a.m. EDT
Venus square Uranus – June 12, 6:48 p.m. EDT
Venus trine Chiron – June 14, 6:06 a.m. EDT
Venus square Zeus – June 14, 4:00 p.m. EDT
Venus trine True North Node – June 16, 2:32 a.m. EDT
Chiron retrograde station – June 16, 5:18 a.m. EDT
Jupiter trine Apollon – June 18, 4:26 a.m. EDT
Sun trine Apollon – June 19, 4:25 a.m. EDT
Sun conjunct Jupiter – June 19, 12:10 p.m. EDT
Mars square Chiron – June 19, 8:42 p.m. EDT
Mars trine Zeus – June 20, 1:34 p.m. EDT
Mercury conjunct Venus – June 20, 10:41 p.m. EDT
Summer Solstice – June 21, 1:03 a.m. EDT
Full Moon – June 23, 7:32 a.m. EDT
Sun conjunct Hades – June 23, 8:12 a.m. EDT
Venus conjunct Vulcanus – June 25, 8:35 a.m. EDT
Jupiter enters Cancer – June 25, 9:40 p.m. EDT
Venus square Apollon – June 26, 1:20 a.m. EDT
Sun trine Saturn – June 26, 5:12 a.m. EDT
Mercury retrograde station – June 26, 9:08 a.m. EDT
Sun trine Neptune – June 26, 1:47 p.m. EDT
Venus enters Leo – June 27, 1:03 p.m. EDT
Zeus direct station – June 28, 11:37 a.m. EDT
Sun conjunct Kronos – June 28, 8:30 p.m. EDT
Mars opposition Cupido – June 30, 9:17 p.m. EDT

Free Report on Astrology and the Law of Attraction

Turbo-charge the Law of Attraction in your life with the power of your zodiac sign.
Get Tim Bost’s powerful new report with specific insights for every sign of the zodiac
completely free of charge at http://www.StarMoneySecrets.com .

Cosmic Solutions for Managing the Stress of Life

Stress is a killer of relationships, an enemy in your quest for physical and mental
health, and a formidable adversary on the path to spiritual perfection. You’ll get a
great selection of solutions in the “Plan 9 for Inner Space” e-book from Tim Bost at:
http://www.HarmonicResearchAssociates.com/shop/shopexd.asp?id=15

